Nimai's Wonderful Footprints
One day, Shri Jagannath Mishra called out to his dear son.

Vishvambhar, bring my book.
Nimai and his parents were outside, so the Lord quickly went inside the house.
At this time, the sound of ankle bells could be distinctly heard. Jagannath Mishra inquired,

"Where is the sound of ankle bells coming from?"
How extraordinary this is!
After bringing the book, child Nimai ran off to play.
When Jagannath Mishra and Sachimata went inside the house, they saw something that greatly surprised them. In many places on the floor they saw wonderful footprints.
The footprints had various symbols—such as lightning, lotus, conch, and flag.
They were thrilled to see this. As they closely examined the footprints, their eyes filled with tears.
While offering obeisances to the footprints, Jagannath Mishra and Sachimata said,

We will surely be liberated and not have to be born in this material world again.
Mother of Vishvarup,
prepare nice sweet rice with ghee.
I will bathe our household deity, Shri Damodar Shila with Panchagavya
(cow’s milk, ghee, yogurt, urine and dung).
I believe, the sound of the ankle bells that we heard came from the lotus feet of our deities, as he secretly moved about the house.
Jagannath Mishra and Sachimata felt great happiness as they worshipped Shaligram Shila and as they did so, little Nimai smiled within his mind.
!!! Nimai Pandit Ki Jay !!!
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